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**Inspirational Imagery & Site Furnishings**

- **Food Vendor Area**
  - Mountable curb with vehicular grade pavement that is flush with surrounding plaza. Access restriction provided with removable bollards.

- **Allée**
  - Columnar trees planted to line walkway, enclose plaza, and reinforce view to Copper Beech tree.

- **Cafe Tables**
  - Movable cafe tables and chairs for use during vendor hours.

- **Game Tables**
  - Tables with game board tabletops permanently mounted for use during park open hours.

- **Shade Structure**
  - Overhead shade structure to frame view to Copper Beech (while young). As the Copper Beech reaches maturity (30+ yrs), the shade structure can be removed.

- **Storage Structure**
  - Storage area for movable cafe tables and chairs and vendor needs.
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Landscape Architecture
Vegetative Screening
Plantings to buffer views and noise from the adjacent parking lots.

Copper Beech
Planted in an expanse of lawn will provide soil volume needed to promote longevity.

Shade Structure
Overhead shade structure to frame view to Copper Beech (while young). Vines planted at the posts will provide additional shade cover and create a comfortable seating area beneath.

Allée
Columnar trees planted to line walkway, enclose plaza, and reinforce view to the Copper Beech tree. Spacing to be adjusted to support food vendor service and avoid conflict with overhead utility lines.

Vegetative Screening
Dense plantings to buffer access from adjacent access drive.

Plaza Patio
Open paved patio to support movable seating during active food vending periods. With minimal fixed furniture, the park can support additional community programs and events.

Food Vendor Area
Mountable curb with vehicular grade parking area (10x35) set flush with surrounding plaza. Access restriction provided with removable bollards if required. The space would continue to support the current vendor (with food cart) and is adequate room to support traditional larger food truck vendors.

Game Tables
Tables with game board tabletops surface mounted.

Cafe Tables
Movable cafe tables and chairs for use during vendor hours.

Post Lights

Improved Access
Curb ramp and striped parking stall provide improved pedestrian accommodations and accessibility.

Storage Structure
Storage structure (8’x10’) for movable cafe tables and vendor needs.
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Option with Pergola Removed
Image illustrating the Revised Schematic Design with the pergola excluded in anticipation of budget constraints.
Option with Pergola Removed
Image illustrating the Revised Schematic Design with the pergola excluded in anticipation of budget constraints.